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UPDATE

SUBMERSIBLEPOND & WATER FEATURES

fountain head/type 
(suitable for MH-250 only)

net weight 
(kgs)

packing weight 
(kgs)

Price              
(£) code

Bell (52318) 0.126 0.218 1
Three tier (52319) 0.102 0.199 1
Geyser (50984) 0.446 0.504 1
Extension tube (52270) 0.110 0.150 1

MH
24 HOUR RUNNING

The MH series of pumps are designed for circulation in ponds, feeding waterfalls and creating water features.  
All models are of a compact shape, however the  is principally suited to the pre-formed pool or small pond 
while the larger models are better suited to the more significant moving water project or large pond. The non-clog 
impeller can deal with fish waste, vegetation, soft solids etc up to a size of 6mm. The construction incorporates heavy 
duty bearings, a hard stainless steel (410) shaft fitted with an ultra-hard wearing silicon carbide mechanical seal (in 
a chamber of non-toxic oil) for durability and continuous operation. Corrosion resistant and hard wearing materials are 
used throughout with the motor housing in 304 stainless steel and pump casing, strainer and impeller in thermoplastic. 
MH pumps are supplied with a removable filter stand (for vertical operation) and a detachable filter for horizontal 
positioning on 3 rubber cushioned feet. A 50mm outlet hose connector is supplied as standard, however the female BSP 
outlet enables a simple connection for fountain attachments, pipe fittings and gate valves. Supplied with 10 metres of 
heavy duty power cable.  A choice of three fountain attachments, to suit the , and a telescopic nozzle extension 
pipe (extending from 278mm to 508mm) for correct positioning above the water level, are optional extras. A gate valve 
is recommended (at an extra cost) for adjusting the flow and creating the perfect water feature.

model Manual or 
Auto

outlet  
(mm) kW volt flow  

(l/min)
head 

(mtrs)
free passage 

(mm)
w x l x h  

(mm)
dry weight 

(kgs)
packing weight 

(kgs)
Price              
(£) code

MH-250 M 50 0.25 230 240 6.5 6 162x177x379 6.35 8.40 4
MH-400 M 50 0.40 230 320 8.5 6 162x177x399 8.55 10.55 4
MH-750 M 50 0.75 230 380 10.5 6 162x177x414 10.15 12.05 4
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